Application Note 2

Bore Alignment with the
L-706 Laser

L-706 Applications
• Boring Bar Bearings • Engine Crankcase Bores
• Post-Machining Bore Straightness
• Compressor Bores

How the Alignment System Works – Line Boring Machinery
Bore Bar Bearing Alignment and Post Machining QC Procedure
Step 1: Setup
a.

Install the L-111 on the face of the end bore to be machined. Slide the L-102 Beam Translator onto the posts. Insert the L-706
Laser into the L-111. Set the micrometers to the Nominal settings.

b.

Adjust the L-111 up/down to roughly center the fixture to the bore. Loosen the lower magnetic base and swing the fixture to
center it horizontally.

How it Works – The L-102 Beam Translator

The L-102 Beam Translator
moving the beam without angle
to center it in the bore.

c.

Measure the nominal bore ID. Use the A-514G Leg-Setting Gage to
set the legs of the A-514 Bore Adapter to the nominal bore ID.

d.

Attach the A-514 Bore Adapter on the A-514GS gage. Insert a
measuring leg and adjust it until they touch the setting plate. Tighten
the set screw to hold the leg in place and repeat for other legs.

e.

Insert the A-512 into the A-514 Adapter and insert them
into the near bore, making sure the adapter's level vial is
level. Connect the A-512 Target to the R-1307 Readout.
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Step 2: Laser Buckin
a.

Adjust the L-102 Beam Translator, which
translates the laser beam up/down and left/right
without changing angle, to center the laser beam
to the A-512/A-514. When the R-1307 shows
zero, the laser beam is centered to the first
reference bore.

b.

Move the A-512/A-514 and the R-1307
Readout to the far reference bore and insert it,
making sure it's leveled.

c.

Adjust the coarse vertical and horizontal
angular adjustment until the laser beam
is zero or near zero. If the distance is
greater than 6½ feet (2 meters), then use
the fine angular adjustments on the L706 until the R-1307 reads zero.

d.

Move the A-512/514/R-1307 to the near
reference bore and repeat Steps 2a-2c
until the R-1307 shows zero at both
locations. Usually this takes 2-3
attempts.

e.

The laser is now bucked-in to the end
bores and the bearings can be aligned
and welded.
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Step 3: Align Boring-Bar Bearings and Weld in Place
a.

For Climax and other 2.2500" boring bars, install the T-218 2-Axis Bore Target into T-218X and insert into bearing. Connect the
R-1307 and align the bearing until the readout shows zero. Weld bearing in place making sure to double check the bearing
alignment after welding.

b.

Repeat Step 3a for the second and third bearings.
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Step 4: Install L-706 in Boring-Bar Bearing for Final Bearing Alignment
a.

Insert boring bar into the 3 installed bearings to align the bearings in angle to each other.

b.

Insert the L-706 into the bearing on the far end. The L-706 also has a 2.2498" OD and fits right into the bearing. Since the
bearing angle was aligned with the boring bar, and since the L-706 is centered to its housing to within .0005", all that is needed is
to tilt the laser to align it to the T-218 Target in the newly installed middle bearing.

c.

Install the T-218/218X into the farther middle bearing away from the laser.

d.

Adjust the L-706 micrometers to tilt the laser until the R-1307 reads zero. The laser is now aligned to the end and middle
bearings.
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e. Install the T-218/218X into 4th bearing and align it and weld it. The bearings are aligned to the end bores on the part to be
machined and machining can begin.

Step 5: Post-Machining OC Check
a.

Remove the boring bar and install the L-706 Laser into one of the end bearings.

b.

Insert the A-512/A-514 into the newly machined bearing at the opposite end from the laser side.

c.

Adjust the L-706 micrometers to tilt the laser until it reads zero.
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d.

Move the A-512/A-514 into the other bores to measure for straightness. Note that it is best to use Bore9 software, which analyzes
the data, removes any buckin errors, and provides the best bore straightness results.
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Bore9 Sample Report
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High-Tolerance Bore Alignment
For high-tolerance bore alignment
applications, the remaining target sensor
concentricity error (TSCE) must be
calculated using the NORMIN method.
TSCE is calculated by taking two
readings, one with the target at the 12
o'clock position and a second at 6 o'clock
(horizontal and vertical calculations are
done separately). The second reading is
added to the first and the result is divided
by 2. This is the TSCE and shows how
far off the center of the target is from the
center of the bore. This calculation
creates an offset that can then be
subtracted from all subsequent bore
measurements to get the true
misalignment number. Our Bore9
software can easily calculate TSCE and
even automatically remove it from the
displayed reading.
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